Jules Morgan and her 12 string guitar
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Jules is a singer songwriter and guitarist, born in the Gladstone area of Peterborough in
October 1962. In 1971, Jules’ family emigrated to South Africa, where she learned to play
guitar, and became influenced by the sounds of Cape Town. Jules returned to
Peterborough in 1989, where she began a career in public relations and copywriting.
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Passionate about music, in 2005 Jules began writing her own songs, influenced by her
muse and civil partner Jo. During this time Jules has written and composed many songs
about the twists and turns of life and hopes that the messages within her songs will touch
and influence people positively.
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During the past ten years, Jules has played in local bands, sung solo at festivals such as
Peterborough’s City Roots, Grassroots and London’s Wharfstock. Jules and her songs
have featured on local community radio Peterborough FM, and she has become well
known on the Peterborough music scene for starting and hosting the very popular Cherry
Tree open mic night, designed to provide a platform for local musicians. Jules will be
performing at next year’s Riverside Festival in Stamford.
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Someday Sunday is Jules’ first EP - Jules will be recording an album of songs at
Nepenthe Studios, Kingscliffe, to launch during 2012.
Song tracks:
Bells - about hearing the bells of St Guthlac’s on the way to church on Sunday mornings
Sunny Skies - written for Jules’ brother Barry about his passion for Cape Town
Someday Sunday - written during the LBK era (life before kids!)!
Forgiven - For Vanessa Edwards, inspired by Ho’oponopono, the Hawaiian practice of
reconciliation and forgiveness!
Square Peg - about doing what you love - loving what you do - ‘your gift to the universe’!
Do you know - an accolade to the ones we love!
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One hundred cds have been produced to help raise funds for St Guthlac’s Church, Market
Deeping, Lincolnshire. These CDs are being sold at £5.00 each, with all proceeds to St
Guthlacs. Jules lives in Market Deeping Lincolnshire with Jo and their two daughters, who
feature on the song Sunny Skies. To contact Jules, email julesmorgan21@hotmail.com or
call 07810867229.

